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WEEKLY RULES CHECKUP #17 

Rule 9 

Conduct of Players and Others 

 

 

1.    A16, running a pass route near the sideline is bumped out of bounds by B32.  A16  

       immediately returns to the field of play and continues his pass route.  Which is correct? 

A.  This is illegal participation. 

B.  This is legal. Rule 9-6-1.  Because action by B caused A to go out of bounds he 

must return at the first opportunity.  

C.  The official should flag the spot where A16 left the field 

D.  The official should flag the spot where A16 returned to the field of play. 

 

2.    A86 runs a pass route near the sidelines but to avoid contact with B23, runs out of bounds  

       but immediately returns to the field of play and continues his pass route.  Which is correct? 

A.  This is not illegal participation because he immediately returned to the field of play. 

B.  This is a foul because A86 went out of bounds voluntarily. Illegal 

Paticipation 
C.  The official should only throw a flag if A86 is first to touch the ball after his return. 

D.  Then correct statement is not given 

 

3.   B25 is shaken up making a tackle and remains on the ground.  When the official determines  

       that B25 is injured and a trainer comes onto the field, the official tells B25 that he must    

       leave the game.  A time out is called by Team A.  On the ensuing snap, a deep judge notices  

       that B25 is back on the field.  Properly officiated, 

A.  a flag is not thrown because the time out allowed B25 to legally return to play. 

B.  the official should blow his whistle and tell B25 to leave the game for 

at least one play.  A TO does not buy the injured player a pass on 

sitting out one play.  Only if he was injured on the last play of the first 

half or the last play of the second half and the game goes to overtime 

can he avoid sitting out the next play. 
C.  the head coach should be flagged for unsportsmanlike conduct. 

D.  the flag is not thrown until the ball is snapped. 

 

4.  In the first period Visiting Player 86 is disqualified for committing a flagrant foul.  In the  

     third period, an official notices that a player wearing gold shoes and socks that do not match  

     just like the ejected player but this player is wearing number 29.  Which is correct? 

A.  The official should do nothing about this. 

B.  If the ejected player has returned to play, it is unsportsmanlike conduct. 
C.  Both of these are correct. 

D.  Neither of these is correct. 

 

 

5.  During a charged time out, four team attendants enter the field to attend to the players on the  

     field.  Properly officiated, 
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A. this is permitted because of a 2017 rule change. 

B. the official that observes this should call a foul on that team’s head coach. 

C. the official should direct one of the attendants to leave as only three are 

permitted. 
D. the official should direct two of the attendants to leave the field as only two are permitted. 

 

 

 

6.   A maximum of three coaches may be in the restricted area when the ball is alive.  

      A.  This is correct. 

      B.  This is incorrect. No one associated with the team may be in the restricted are  

             while the ball is ALIVE. 

 

7.    An assistant coach is ejected for a second unsportsmanlike conduct foul.  He leaves but is  

       observed sitting in the stands but not communicating with his team or the coaching staff.   

      Which statement is incorrect? 

A.  This is not permitted.   

B.  This is permitted as long as he does not continue to carry out coaching 

duties.  The ejected coach must leave the stadium. 
C.  He must leave the stadium. 

D.  All of these are correct. 

 

8.   K18 mishandles the snap which goes to the ground but bounces up about a foot off the  

      ground.  K18 then kicks the ball while it is in the air after the bounce. He did not regain  

      possession of the ball.  Which statement is correct? 

A.  This is illegal kicking. The action described does not meet the definition of a 

legal kick in 2-24-8  Also see article 9. 

B.  This is legal because it is a drop kick. 

C.  This is legal because K18 had touched the ball. 

D.  This is a fumble. 

 

9.   On second down, Team A runs a sweep play to Team B’s right.  Left linebacker B56 starts to    

      pursue the play and knocks the Umpire down and continues his pursuit.  Which is the correct  

      statement? 

A.  This is a foul for contacting an official. 

B.  This should be penalized with a 15 yard penalty against Team B and B56 is disqualified. 

C.  There is no foul unless the contact is intentional. 
D.  This should only be a 15 yard penalty. 

 

10. Team A runs a counter play, faking to the left and then running the ball between the right  

      guard and the right tackle.  The hole is blocked and the runner bounces to the right.  On the     

      play, left guard A60 pulls to his right and tries to block B78, the defensive tackle.  B78  

      turns to pursue the runner.  A60 hits B78 in the back and below the waist while the ball is  

      still in the free blocking zone.  Which statement is incorrect? 
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A.  This is legal because the ball was in the free blocking zone. This was a rule change 

last season. 

B.  This is clipping regardless of where the ball is. 

C.  This will result in a 15 yard penalty. 

D.  This is not legal. 


